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ABSTRACT
The subject of this essay is a variety of antisemitism I will term epistemic antisemitism. Epistemic antisemitism injures, wrongs, or marginalizes
Jews in their capacities as knowers—testifiers, communicators, exponents
or purveyors of knowledge. It is by no means the only form of antisemitism, or (necessarily) the most important or foundational type. However,
I do believe it is a distinct type and that it occupies an underappreciated
niche in the ecology of antisemitism. In particular, epistemic antisemitism
is particularly well-suited to insulate the broader structure of antisemitism
from critique or challenge—and indeed, it plays a central role in obstructing
collective Jewish political or social action generally.
The subject of this essay is a variety of antisemitism I will term epistemic
antisemitism. Epistemic antisemitism injures, wrongs, or marginalizes Jews
in their capacities as knowers—testifiers, communicators, exponents or
purveyors of knowledge.2 It is by no means the only form of antisemitism,
nor (necessarily) the most important or foundational type. However, I do
believe it is a distinct type and that it occupies an underappreciated niche
in the ecology of antisemitism. In particular, epistemic antisemitism is particularly well-suited to insulate the broader structure of antisemitism from
critique or challenge—and indeed, it plays a central role in obstructing collective Jewish political or social action generally.
To give a brief example: consider the widespread antisemitic trope that
casts Jews as part of an elite conspiratorial cabal, running various social institutions (the banks, the media, Hollywood, or even all of global affairs) from
the shadows.3 One common result of such a belief might be resentment or
antipathy towards Jews (few believe that Jews run the world and that they’re
doing a good job at it). Such ill-will, in turn, marks out a common case of antisemitic sentiment. But there is another likely upshot of a belief in a Jewish
conspiracy: a concurrent belief that Jews can’t be trusted, that they’re always
plotting something or working the angles, that all of their public action is
in service of a deeper game. A person who believes such things about Jews
may be considerably less likely to take Jewish claims made to the public seriJuly 2022, 15(2)
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ously. Even if she does not reject them out of hand, she may be extra-alert for
a hidden agenda or secret meaning, and may be unwilling to credit Jewish
testimony (even—or especially—on matters where Jews might be thought
to possess first-hand knowledge) to the same degree she does other actors.
These are distinctively epistemic wrongs—they obstruct Jews’ ability to stand
as equals in the space of knowledge-sharing. And while epistemic antisemitism frequently goes hand in hand with more traditional kinds, they need
not be joined at the hip. A person who lacks any phenomenological sense of
hating or disdaining Jews might still think of them as less credible or reliable,
or at least needing to be watched carefully lest one be taken advantage of.
Conceptualizing matters of equality and equal treatment in epistemic
terms owes much to feminist philosophy, and the epistemic conception of
antisemitism can learn much from the case of misogyny. At the same time,
thinking of antisemitism in epistemic terms also links up to the burgeoning
literature exploring the links between Jewishness and Whiteness—a literature which often grapples with questions of whose contributions to social
discourse about Jews are validated and whose are discounted. In what follows, I will begin by situating the epistemic frame in its feminist roots and
mapping out how this framework applies in the case of antisemitism. I then
proceed to consider the contrary position—that we should not generally
“take Jews seriously” on the subject of their own experience and oppression. The opposing stance sometimes presents itself as rigorous skepticism,
or a rational response to documented cases where antisemitism claims have
been made frivolously or unreasonably. In practice, however, it constitutes
a form of prejudgment that largely obstructs rather than enables open discourse on the subject of antisemitism. Finally, I describe how recognizing
and resisting epistemic antisemitism could tangibly alter our practices towards Jews and change the way discourse about Jews proceeds in a manner
more consistent with values of equity and inclusion.
1. Taking Jews Seriously
The feminist method, Christine Littleton once wrote, starts “with the
very radical act of taking women seriously, believing that what we say about
ourselves and our experience is important and valid, even when (or perhaps
especially when) it has little or no relationship to what has been or is being
said about us.”4 This insight identifies a core epistemic dimension of feminist
political thought. If feminism is, as a political matter, in at least significant
part a project of women making claims, then a bare minimum condition for
feminist success is the ability to contest those elements of deliberative life
that dismiss or reject women’s claim-making authority.
Much of the ideological content of oppressive social schemas—from misogyny to racism to antisemitism—is dedicated precisely to justifying this
dismissal. As Linda Martin Alcoff observes, there is a common epistemic
thread linking how oppressed groups throughout society have had their
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oppression buttressed by systematically undermining social recognition
of their testimonial abilities. “Peasants, slaves, women, children, Jews, and
many other nonelites were said to be liars or simply incapable of distinguishing justified beliefs from falsehoods. Women were too irrational, peasants too ignorant, children too immature, and Jews too cunning.”5 Over a
century earlier, John Stuart Mill in The Subjection of Women noted the practical effect of this epistemic inequality: women, or those advocating on their
behalf, “must be fortunate as well as unusually capable if they obtain a
hearing at all. They have more difficulty in obtaining a trial, than any other
litigants have in getting a verdict.”6 Where epistemic equity is lacking, the
groups who are denied the ability to level claims are effectively exiled from
the realm of reasoned, democratic deliberation.
There is, it must be stressed, an important difference between validating an agent’s claims versus validating her status as a claim-maker. The latter
demarcates those whose claims are recognized as the sort which demand
attention and investigation. If a person respected as a claim-maker makes
the sort of claim that—if it were true—should prompt significant public
attention, we act accordingly. The former concerns the validity of those
claims after such attention and investigation is provided.7 Even a legitimate
claim-maker will sometimes make claims which, upon further review, don’t
pan out. But some people make—or are assumed to make, which is not the
same thing—wrongful claims repeatedly, persistently, and systematically.
They are treated differently—their claims can be dismissed even before the
analysis is complete. Like the boy who cried wolf, listeners eventually are
justified in not acting even if what they say even might be true.
Littleton, for her part, is not making the obviously implausible contention that every claim made by any woman must be accepted as definitively and uncontestably true. Her call is rather to “take women seriously,” to
treat their testimonial offerings as the sort that demand real consideration
because it is genuinely acknowledged that they may well be true (the entire point of the “boy who cried wolf” story is that for most claimants who
cry “wolf,” that cry alone prompts a set of immediate reactive responses
predicated on the strong possibility that the claim is true). The posture she
urges is that of open receptivity, the listener giving serious consideration to
the claim before her (while certainly not being utterly blind to competing
evidence). The target she seeks to take down is a stance of dismissive skepticism, one that defaults towards disbelieving women (while perhaps being
“open” in cases of overwhelming and immediately-available evidence). All
of this relates to securing women’s equality as claim-makers, without prejudging the ultimate veracity of any individual claim.
So what would it mean to “take Jews seriously”? Does it mean immediate and uncritical acceptance of any Jewish claim?8 No. It rather demands
consciously adopting a posture of open receptivity towards Jewish claims
about Jewish experience. Sociologist David Hirsh, one of the preeminent academic figures writing on the subject of contemporary antisemitism, draws
a distinction between “those who are accused of employing antisemitic disJuly 2022, 15(2)
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course and who respond in a measured and rational way to such accusations in a good faith effort to relate to the concern, and to refute it” and those
who refuse outright “to engage with the issue of antisemitism.”9 The latter
consider the entire topic to be off-limits—certainly as to themselves, often as
to anyone but the most explicit neo-Nazi—and view it as a form of oppression or censorship to even be challenged on the matter. The former, even if
they do not initially believe the discourse they employ is antisemitic, do not
view as illicit the demand that they consider the possibility otherwise. They
do not treat the conversation as frivolous or, worse, oppressive; they are
willing to engage in the discussion, open to the potentiality that there might
be a “there there.” In practice, they may tamp down on or (at least temporarily) shunt aside instinctive reactions of cynicism, dismissiveness, or
outrage. Louise Antony characterizes this as “a kind of epistemic affirmative
action,” urging that listeners “adopt the working hypothesis that when a
woman, or any member of a stereotyped group says something anomalous,
they should assume that it’s they who don’t understand, not that it is the
woman who is nuts.”10 Such a hypothesis can be defeated, but adopting it as
a starting position commits one to a fair-minded posture of open receptivity
to the claim that otherwise might be skipped.
The fear is that what Hirsh separates will be blurred in practice: any
rejection of any claim will be taken as a failure to “take it seriously,” and
the result is that all claims must be accepted. But this need not be the case.
One takes Jews seriously on the subject of antisemitism when one adopts a
posture of open receptivity towards the claims—treating them as legitimate
and valid entrants into the space of inquiry that demand serious consideration. This is both distinct from ultimately accepting them as true and can
be distinguished from such acceptance in an observationally verifiable way.
Consider the case of feminists who contend that authorities or members
of society “do not believe” women who bring forth allegations of sexual
assault. What is the failing they allege? It is not, to be sure, the failure to
immediately arrest, convict, and imprison the perpetrator based on nothing more than a claimant’s say-so (this, on its own, suggests that “believe
women” is not meant to insist upon taking women’s testimony as final and
utterly incontestable, a sort of evidentiary trump card).11 Rather, the complaint is much more immediate: when authorities “do not believe women,”
they often fail to take even the basic steps that one might expect if a case of
violent assault was even potentially on the table. They do not order rape kits,
they do not take witness statements, they do not open an investigation. If
the authority figure is a member of an institution (e.g., an academic officer
or HR official), they may immediately pivot to “damage control,” seeking to
minimize their own exposure or dissuade the complainant from pursuing
further action or remedies. These responses are often taken because the relevant official doesn’t accept the truth of the claim as a live potentiality. And
that immediate non-acceptance, in turn, is typically not justified by individual, case-level analysis of the evidence (after all, the whole problem is that
evidence has yet to be collected); it more typically germinates from general
156
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appraisals about the propensity of women to misremember, exaggerate, or
outright make up claims of sexual assault.
The failure to “believe women” wrongs the women alleging sexual assault. Of course, it does so in a very tangible and instrumental way: this sort
of neglect can permanently occlude the sort of evidence that might allow
them to attain justice. But it also does so in a specifically epistemic fashion:
the investigators do not treat the women with respect as claim-makers—for
if they did, if they took seriously the possibility that a sexual assault may have
happened, they would have behaved quite differently. And note that this
latter harm exists even if the evidence that would have ultimately been adduced proved insufficient to secure a criminal conviction. The whole point
is that the investigators couldn’t have known the outcome of their investigation, yet nonetheless they effectively predetermined its conclusion. They
did not relate to the claim as they would have had they accepted the claim
as even plausibly true.
Framed this way, the “taking seriously” demand operates primarily
when a claim has not been fully liquidated but remains under contestation.
The “take seriously” requirement governs how we should act when we haven’t (or at least shouldn’t have) yet come to a conclusion as to the claim’s
ultimate veracity. In this interstitial space, it does require some measure of
trust or belief to get the deliberative gears going—trusting that if one follows
the path down, there will, in many if not all cases, be something to the claim
that justified expending the effort. The posture of open receptivity implies a
fundamental humility, a lack of confidence that our immediate, pre-deliberative intuitions about a claim of oppression (whether antisemitism, misogyny, or something else) are so obviously conclusive that we need not look
into the matter further.
In the antisemitism context, the relevant “investigation” may be more
analytical than factual—though note that this probably expands the proportion of claims that lie within the zone of disputation, as the contours of
antisemitism remain deeply contested even at a conceptual level.12 But the
thrust remains the same: when an antisemitism claim is made, the listener
considering the claim should begin analyzing it, under the assumption that
the claim could be true, and trying in good faith to relate to what might
cause someone to think the claim is true. For example, very few Jews actually think that “all criticism of Israel is necessarily antisemitic”—which would
be a ludicrously implausible position—so identifying and then rejecting that
assertion as the assumed foundation for a given claim of antisemitism would
not comport with genuinely accepting a duty to take seriously a claim of
antisemitism vis-à-vis Israel.13 Many Jews think certain criticisms of Israel
are specifically antisemitic for particular reasons—for example, that disproportionate focus from third parties on Israeli malfeasance as against other
wrongdoers is both reflective and generative of hostility towards Jews, or
that accounts which center Zionism as a major causal force in international
controversies seemingly distant from Israel only attain plausibility because
of ingrained assumptions of Jewish hyperpower. Correct or not, these are
July 2022, 15(2)
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not facially implausible in the way “all criticism of Israel is necessarily antisemitic” might be; they are the sorts of foundations that deserve a fair look.
The epistemic framework, in essence, suggests certain markers for when
“disagreeing” with an antisemitism claim is really a form of preemptive
dismissal of it. Examples include immediately pooh-poohing the claim as
made in bad faith, ignoring the declared substance of the claim by asserting
its true purpose is “silencing criticism of Israel,” rolling one’s eyes and asserting sarcastically that “everyone is a Nazi now,” validating dismissal of a
particular Jew’s claim by reference to characteristics that supposedly inhere
to Jewish claims generally (without establishing that the particular claimant is included), and refusing the possibility of good faith disagreement
by sweepingly declaring all controversial claims one opposes “frivolous,”
“false,” “smears,” and other like terms. Simply put, a person who relates to
the antisemitism claim openly receptive to the possibility that it might be
true would not level these sorts of responses. Perhaps some of those explanations might reemerge as valid after the investigation is complete—though
at that point they’d likely only gild the lily of a substantive refutation.14 But
they rarely, if ever, can be applied to preclude commencing consideration.
For this reason, the UK’s Equality and Human Rights Commission investigation into antisemitism in the Labour Party identified “suggesting that
complaints of antisemitism are fake or smears” to be a form of antisemitism.15 The EHRC was clearly not taking the position that every single claim
of antisemitism made by Jewish party members must be accepted sight unseen. Rather, it identified this response as antisemitic because of the way
it served to prevent serious investigation of the claims—since they were already “known” to be false, the party need not and should not expend significant time or energy addressing them. Opponents of the EHRC report who
did believe that antisemitism claims were primarily smears ironically drew
the same conclusion. An article in Jacobin on the “lessons” to be drawn from
Labour’s “Antisemitism Crisis” argued that the key failing of Labour was
that it was too responsive to antisemitism claims—it sought to “appease the
unappeasable” and it “collude[d] in falsehoods.”16 Treating antisemitism as
a serious problem had the damaging effect of “validat[ing] claims that such
a crisis existed.”17 Another article, written in the wake of the EHRC report’s
release, concluded that the Corbyn leadership’s primary failure in confronting the issue of antisemitism was that it tried too hard to address it, instead
of dismissing the controversy outright.18
Proponents and opponents of the EHRC’s report, in other words, agree
that the injunction against deriding antisemitism claims as “fake” or
“smears” addresses how decisionmakers orient to antisemitism claims before they are investigated. Proponents argue that the “smear” rhetoric blocks
off serious investigation of the claim; opponents agree but consider this a
feature rather than a bug.19 This underscores an important point: epistemic
antisemitism is an issue that stands above and separate from the substantive
appraisal of any particular controversy about antisemitism that may be occurring right now. Rather than relitigating particular cases, “taking Jews seriously” means respecting the right of the cases to be litigated—that (contra
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Jacobin) there is no wrong committed in asking people to treat antisemitism
claims as live possibilities.
2. Why Might We Not Take Jews Seriously?
The previous section lays out the basic form of what it means to “take
Jews seriously” on the subject of antisemitism. Not everyone, however,
agrees that there is any special duty towards Jews in this respect. Some object to the notion that there is any special duty towards Jews; the posture
of open receptivity should be our default for everyone. Others push in the
opposite direction: the proposed special duty of open receptivity is conceptually incoherent as a duty—it cannot be operationalized in a manner consistent with its own criteria. Finally, some critics do not take direct aim at the
theoretical validity of a “special duty,” but disagree that such a duty should
apply to the Jewish case in particular.
A. No Special Duty: Open Receptivity is For Everyone, or No One
Start with the first group. Some readers, reading the concept of “open
receptivity,” might harbor no particular objection to it but wonder what it
has to do with Jews, specifically. Open receptivity should be our default
posture to claims generally, whether those made by Jews about antisemitism
or those made by our neighbors about the best pizza joints in town. The call
for open receptivity towards Jewish claims is not so much wrong as it is banal—what about Jews generates a special duty in this respect?
One answer is that, under conditions of deliberative scarcity, we need
to triage our attentions, and insofar as historically marginalized groups are
especially prone to being underconsidered, it is both prudent and just to devote additional resources to their claims. If we are unable to adopt a posture
of open receptivity for everyone (in all but the most passive fashion), the
question becomes one of distribution.20 Antony’s “affirmative action” analogy is helpful here. Just as one might rejoin we should treat all claimants with
a posture of open receptivity, at least as a default; one might similarly rejoin
that we should give all job applicants a fair and open-minded evaluation.
The case for affirmative action, however, often hinges precisely on the suspicion that when encountering members of historically marginalized groups,
additional, conscious, and specific effort is necessary to make a fair evaluation a reality—whether in order to overcome latent biases against the group
or to counteract structural impediments that may deprive the candidate of
certain markers of merit notwithstanding their true talents and capabilities.
Affirmative action becomes not a departure from our general obligations
towards applicants but an instantiation of them.
So too in the epistemic case. Having been habituated into viewing minority claimants with disdain or dismissiveness, and having a welter of auJuly 2022, 15(2)
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thoritative social narratives which purport to authenticate these preemptively dismissive judgments, and often lacking cohesive social language
which makes outgroup claims immediately legible and resonant to external
listeners, it is fair to ask such listeners to consciously err on the side of remaining open and receptive to the possibility that there is a valid claim being presented. If these characteristics describe the Jewish case, they in turn
warrant a special duty of heightened receptivity.21
A related, albeit more pessimistic, form of this objection claims that the
non-distinctiveness of the Jewish case lies in the ubiquity of the failure to
adopt postures of open receptivity—a failure which, it is claimed, does not
just afflict Jews or even all marginalized groups but rather attaches in any
case of ideological antagonism. Perhaps we should adopt postures of open
receptivity to everyone, but in reality we do not do so for anyone we do not
already come in predisposed towards agreeing with. Under conditions of
hyperpolarization, listeners indulge in bad, dismissive behavior across
the board. Consequently, while antisemites might cite various antisemitic
tropes to justify refusing to take Jews seriously, these tropes are ultimately
epiphenomenal—the dismissal occurs because antisemites dislike Jews and
is practically non-distinct from all the other cases of dismissal that occur
when a given listener is predisposed to antagonism towards the speaker.
This criticism, however, is both far too cynical about deliberative behavior generally and overlooks important characteristics which qualitatively
distinguish how marginalized groups systemically fail to be taken seriously. To begin, even if non-virtuous tendencies towards dismissal are always
present, it is still likely that the operationalization of these tendencies will
flow through socially available scripts. Historically marginalized groups
face a surfeit of narratives which can authorize their dismissal and accordingly are more vulnerable to the practice. Identifying and tracking these
scripts is valuable as a means of combating them, and insofar as these scripts
will vary depending on the group (recall Alcoff: “[w]omen were too irrational, peasants too ignorant, children too immature, and Jews too cunning”),22
there is a need for specific investigations of particular group circumstances
that cannot be deduced from a general theory.
But in addition, we should not move so quickly past the fact that even
seemingly stalwart bigots nonetheless rely heavily on hateful tropes to justify their behavior. It is actually quite revealing that, as Bernard Williams
points out, “Few can be found who will explain their [racist] practice merely
by saying, ‘But they’re black: and it is my moral principle to treat black men
differently from others.’” Even the most extreme Nazi, Williams continues,
typically will attempt to justify their behavior via reasons “which are at least
candidates for relevance to the question of how a man should be treated.”23
This is what tropes are—they provide modes of authorization and authentication which are valuable even to the unrepentant bigot, to say nothing of
the next marginal listener (if Jews really were a collective of cunning liars,
then we should discount what they say!). And unless we assume such extreme polarization that every deliberative actor comes pre-situated as either
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stalwart allies or implacable antagonists of every prospective claimant, we
still need a theory for why certain groups are disproportionately prone to
face wrongful dismissal by relatively “neutral” parties—such persons are
especially likely to be “persuaded” where prejudiced tropes that facilitate
dismissal lie relatively unchallenged in our social understandings.24
Asking whether or not epistemic antisemitism “causes” antisemites to
dismiss Jews overlooks the reciprocal relationship between the two. Epistemic antisemitism warrants refusing to take Jews seriously even as refusing to take Jews seriously means epistemic antisemitism stays relatively immune from challenge—and the effects of this reciprocal reinforcement may
be especially prominent in persons who lack, at least as an initial matter,
the affective posture of overt, conscious antagonism towards Jews of the
unreformed antisemite. This is the dangerous self-insulating character of
epistemic antisemitism: “prejudice yields the injustice, and simultaneously
wards off complaints aimed at attacking the prejudice.”25
B. No Duty, Period: Open Receptivity is Impossible
Pushing in the other direction, one could object to a special duty to adopt
a position of open receptivity in cases of marginalized group claimants on
the grounds that such a duty is practically incoherent. The most flagrant
example for such objectors is the case of “dueling” claims of discrimination
crossing between members of different oppressed groups—that is, when
claims of misogyny are met with allegations of imperialism or assertions of
antisemitism rejoined by contentions of racism. To give a concrete example,
when the UK’s National Union of Students (NUS) elected Malia Bouattia
as its new president, Jewish students raised alarm at alleged antisemitism;
among other incidents, they cited her characterization of Birmingham University as a “Zionist outpost in higher education” because it has “the largest
J-Soc [Jewish Society] in the country.” Bouattia, who upon her election was
the first Muslim and first Black woman to helm the NUS, responded to these
complaints in part by alleging that her “faith” was being “used as an opportunity to falsely accuse me of antisemitism.”26 In essence, Jewish students
accused Bouattia of antisemitism, and Bouattia leveled a counter-accusation
against the Jewish students of Islamophobia.
This case, and others like it, seem to present mutually contradictory demands on those who assert a special duty to listen to particular groups (e.g.,
Jews versus Muslims or women of color), even on matters of their own experience (since both credibly characterize the extant controversy as touching
on their own experience). Hence, the critics suggests, we would be better off
dropping that framework entirely and simply determine, to the best of our
abilities, who has the better of the argument. This critique does demonstrate
the feebleness of insisting that epistemic respect demands immediate and
unconditioned agreement with the marginalized claim-maker—one cannot
simply “agree” with two sides making mutually exclusive claims. However,
July 2022, 15(2)
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the more modest demands of open receptivity can still be met in such a case,
and moreover such an approach is more likely to actually account for the
complications that make the “dueling claims” case difficult in the first place.
Importantly, the nettlesome character of the dueling accusations case
does not actually remove the conditions described above generating the
need for “epistemic affirmative action.” Indeed, it multiplies them. Whatever
propensities a listener has towards biased interpretation, or whatever shortcomings they have in hermeneutical resources, still exist even in the dueling
accusation case. Consequently, the putatively no-nonsense approach of just
trying to pick a winner “on the merits” will often predictably resolve down
to picking a side based on tribal or partisan preference. If anything, the difficult character, and the possibility of multiple plausible interpretations, of
a case like this makes it more likely a given listener will end up, implicitly
or explicitly, relying on improper epistemic crutches in order to come to a
conclusion that seems “fair” or “reasonable.”27
The posture of open receptivity, by contrast, fares considerably better,
because we can in fact “take seriously” both sides in the case of dueling
discrimination claims. Recall that “taking seriously” is primarily oriented
towards how we investigate a given claim, not about the ultimate conclusion drawn. Hence, the call to “take seriously” claims of discrimination does
not demand wholesale agreement with either the Jewish students or Bouattia, much less the impossible demand of wholesale agreement with both.
Rather, as applied here, it would first dispense with the easiest routes of
dismissal: that either the Jewish students were falsely crying antisemitism in
order to silence a pro-Palestinian Muslim woman or that Bouattia was falsely alleging Islamophobia in order to avoid reckoning with her antisemitic
past. There are plausible grounds for believing that Bouatia’s antagonism towards the large Jewish presence at Birmingham is antisemitic; but there are
also plausible grounds for believing that a Black Muslim woman might face
especially intense scrutiny when occupying a position of power, have ambiguities consistently interpreted in a negative light, have evolutions in view
be dismissed as opportunistic, and so on. Even in the dueling case, both
sides are in fact making a claim that should pass the threshold for demanding serious thought and investigation, even as both sides’ allegations are
susceptible to preemptive dismissal that would short-circuit this process.
Indeed, to the extent that we view racism, antisemitism, Islamophobia,
misogyny, and so on as endemic in our deliberative system, “dueling accusations” should not represent an unusual occurrence. If how we talk about
Muslims is regularly affected by Islamophobia, there’s no reason to think
cases of talking about antisemitism will be an exception even in cases where
the underlying allegation of antisemitism is plausible (and vice versa).28 So,
while the contours of “epistemic Islamophobia” are beyond the scope of
this article, as a provisional matter it seems appropriate to ask relevant listeners in the NUS/Bouattia case to take affirmative, conscious steps towards
open receptivity as checks against both the ways we might instinctively dismiss Jewish claimants and the ways we might instinctively dismiss Muslim
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claimants. If the goal is to justify full-throated endorsement of one “side” or
the other, this may not be satisfactory, and persons who believe addressing
epistemic antisemitism means complete and one-sided agreement with any
claim of antisemitism offered by Jews should indeed leave unsatisfied. But if
the goal is to avoid or at least mitigate the distinctive wrong I have identified
of epistemic antisemitism, there is no conflict in adopting these same strategies when considering claims made by other groups as well—including in
“dueling” cases.
C. No Duty for Jews: Jews Aren’t Entitled to Open Receptivity
The previous two objections relate to persons who have general quarrels with the idea of a special duty towards open receptivity for any marginalized group. Perhaps the most interesting set of critics, however, are
those who accept the feasibility and desirability of such a special duty for
some groups but reject that Jews should be among them. There are two main
justifications for such a position. The first highlights Jewish similarities to,
or inclusion within, non-oppressed groups to suggest that Jewish perspectives are already included and given sufficient (if not excessive) credence by
virtue of their functional inclusion within broader categories of (for example) “White” or “Judeo-Christian” discourse. This outlook minimizes Jewish
difference, treating Jews as simply a variant of White people or a “quirky
Protestant sect.”29 The second emphasizes Jewish distinctiveness but suggests that certain aspects of communal Jewish practice—such as an alleged
propensity to “conflate” criticism of Israel and antisemitism—justify declining to give any heightened deference or attention to Jewish claims on the
subject. This vantage accentuates Jewish difference, but in a largely critical
capacity. Both views, however, converge upon a unifying theme, which is
that Jewish testimonial offerings are, if anything, given excessive credibility.
The epistemic injustice literature is one highlighting an inequality, and
so it stands to reason that while some (oppressed) groups are undercredited
in their testimonial offerings, others are either adequately or even excessively considered in public deliberation. Women, or people of color, or religious
dissidents, are not taken seriously—but men, White people, and Christians
assuredly are. The first challenge to the “take Jews seriously” position, then,
relates to what category Jews are thought to fall into. Sometimes, Jewish
perspectives are thought to be simply a subspecies of those held by dominant groups. The omnipresent “Judeo-Christian” frame can easily trigger
this sort of perspective, expressly treating Judaism as an adjunct of Christianity—part of the shared cultural patrimony that is assumed to be already
included (again, if not over-included) in public conversations. But associations of Jewishness with Whiteness also can generate the assumption that
Jewish views are thereby sufficiently (if not excessively) included in public
conversations, as in the Jewish feminist who was told that “Jewish women
are just White middle-class women,” and consequently “[t]here is nothing
July 2022, 15(2)
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that differentiates them from the ruling majority. There is no reason to treat
them as a specialized minority or to devote any of our time to their particular experience.”30 Devoting additional epistemic resources to the Jewish
case, under this view, “is little different from demanding still more resources and consideration be accorded to White people.”31 Unlike non-White persons, Jewish testimonial contributions are not saying anything that has not
already been heard.
Most obviously, the account which assumes Whiteness fully includes
everything that might be found under a Jewish umbrella discounts the existence of non-White Jews, whose experiences are persistently overlooked
and erased insofar as “Jewish” can be assumed to be coterminous with
“White.”32 Indeed, at the extremes this conflation doesn’t just erase Jews of
Color as Jews; it can also be leveraged against their non-White status insofar as they do insist on avowing their Jewish identity (which is coded as
inherently White in character).33 This “double bind” captures non-White
Jews from both direction—their Jewishness goes unrecognized insofar as
they’re not White, and their non-Whiteness is placed under scrutiny insofar
as they’re Jewish.34
Meanwhile, another damaging effect of this homogenizing discourse is
that it pushes even the White Jews to contest their Whiteness as a means of
ensuring inclusion of their Jewishness.35 If Jewish “Whiteness” is the blockade that justifies declining to give independent weight to a Jewish perspective, then necessarily Jews (of any race) who seek to incorporate a Jewish
perspective will need to storm that barricade. To be clear, it certainly is the
case that some of the White Jewish disavowal of Whiteness is purely opportunistic—an attempt to deny obvious circumstances where they seem to
benefit from White privilege in the American context (as in cases of racial
profiling or being permitted to attend all-White schools in the segregated
south). But it is also responsive to a real erasure, where “if/when Jews are
White, they lose access to claims of ever being outsiders even as Jews.”36
In other words, the attempt to justify declining to “take Jews seriously”
on the grounds that Jews are merely a subset of the dominant class fails to
adequately account for genuine areas of Jewish difference. Yet one must take
care not to let this real failing become a warrant for a different sort of failing—the complete and wholesale denial that Jews can, in any context or any
capacity (i.e., not qua Jews but qua White people or qua men or qua heterosexuals) possess any advantages. Ideally, a possible, albeit not guaranteed,
salutary consequence of correcting this misapprehension and acknowledging Jewishness as an independent axis of differentiation not included under
the umbrella or Whiteness or “Judeo-Christian” is that we may see some
dissipating of the denial by some Jews that they ever or in any context might
experience White privilege or the prerogatives of Whiteness. This sort of
nuanced appraisal of Jewish positionality, however, can only emerge in an
epistemic universe where Jews can make assertions of Jewish experience
that are recognized as emanating from a genuinely distinctive Jewish social
position that cannot simply be collapsed into broader categories of “Whiteness” or “Judeo-Christian.”
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The other argument against “taking Jews seriously” is more explicit in
grappling with Jewishness as occupying a distinct social position. This argument denies that there is any general failure to believe Jews when we claim
antisemitism. Rather, these critics suggest that Jews are believed too often,
and that this over-credence is not primarily a function of being conflated
with Christianity and/or Whiteness but is specific to Jewish positionality.
In contemporary society, and in large part “thanks” to the Holocaust, Jews
enjoy a credibility excess and have become spoiled as a result.37 If the epistemic antisemitism frame sees a society generally unwilling to engage on
the question of antisemitism and thereby blockading consideration of even
many potentially valid claims, this perspective sees the opposite problem:
Jews make antisemitism claims frivolously, and yet these claims are accepted virtually without question. We need to tamp down on false positives, not
false negatives.38
This is not simply a matter of litigating the veracity of any particular
controversy over antisemitism. There is a broader move at issue: the delegitimization of the litigation itself. Some persons hold that they should be
generally freed from the obligation to “take seriously” antisemitism claims;
that is, to act as if the typical case of antisemitism brought before them might
well be a valid one. These are the people for whom, in Columbia Professor
Bruce Robbins’s words, “The real issue here is anti-Semitism: that is, accusing people of it.”39 Robbins presents a view where antisemitism claims are
at least as much of an “issue” as antisemitism itself: they chill conversations,
destroy careers, and ruin lives. And because it is the claim (not the eventual
conclusion drawn following analysis) that chills, destroys, and ruins, it is
the claim-making authority of the Jews alleging antisemitism that must ultimately be undermined.
Framed this way, the duty to “believe Jews” can be jettisoned because—
let’s not mince words—on the subject of antisemitism, Jews lie too frequently to be worthy of the privilege. Jews have intentionally and maliciously
blurred the boundaries between, for example, “antisemitism” and “criticism
of Israel” and now we are reaping what we have sown. If there is a move toward disbelief in the present moment, it is occurring not because of antisemitism, but because Jews have discredited ourselves by making so many bad
antisemitism claims. We’ve cried wolf too many times; now we’re not to
be taken seriously.
It is important to be clear that this assertion—that Jews are lying and doing so consistently—is essential to this argument. It is not a rhetorical flourish; it is a necessary condition if the general presumption that Jews ought to
be listened to and taken seriously on the subject of our own oppression is to
be defeated. It would not be enough to demonstrate that there exist Jewish
bad actors who truly have thrown out “antisemitism” charges in unsustainable ways. (Of course there are; all groups have their bad eggs.)40 Nor is
it enough to show that some of what is being called antisemitic is, in fact,
contestable and that there are differing views on the matter. The duty to
take Jewish claims seriously does not demand awe-stricken acquiescence; it
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only requires that the allegations be treated as genuine and live possibilities
whose truth potential we must be open to. It is an expected, not troublesome, feature of such discourse that there will not always be unanimity. If
Jewish claims are not to be taken seriously as a general rule, it is the systematic fictitiousness of antisemitism claims that must be asserted. Purported
instances of antisemitism must be maliciously false, not just disputed, and
such maliciously false claims need to be the modal (or at least regular) case.
At this stage, one can anticipate an objection: Those who object to a default posture of “belief” towards Jewish antisemitism claims, the argument
goes, are not adopting a blanket posture of disbelief either. They rather urge
a posture of agnosticism—antisemitism claims should be adjudged on a
case-by-case basis, the true claims being validated and the bad claims rejected. If they do dismiss certain cases, that dismissal occurs not because of
a general antagonism towards antisemitism claims or Jews as claimants; it
merely reflects the particular judgment in particular cases that these particular, identified antisemitism claims do not hold water. Others, with more
support, might fare better.
One problem with this rejoinder is that it largely relies upon the understanding of “belief”—uncritical acceptance—rejected above. If “belief” is a
question of “taking seriously,” of being willing to travel down the investigative path, then refusing to “believe” Jews does in practice amount to a
posture of presumptive skepticism. As noted above, moving from hearing
a given allegation to actually considering requires some measure of trust in
order to prompt the commencement of investigative efforts. And so when
people speak of withdrawing that trust or being warier regarding who is
“‘entitled’ to speak, and to be listened to,”41 they are not (just) casting doubt
on a particular claim in a particular case but rather asserting principles seeking to limit how future, as yet undeveloped, cases need (not) be considered.
And indeed, frequently the relevant rhetoric does seem to make claims
about the character of antisemitism discourse generally that stretch well beyond assessing the merits of any particular claim. For example, one of the
most robust articulations of the argument against “believing Jews” came
in a dialogue between left-wing Jewish writers Donna Nevel and Mark
Tseng-Putterman in the Boston Review, where they sought to undermine the
asserted duty of non-Jews to, in Nevel’s words, “believe [Jews] when we talk
about anti-Semitism.”42 Nevel and Tseng-Putterman proceed to describe
false claims as being “routine[],” “commonplace,” and “normalized”—all of
which suggest a problem that afflicts antisemitism discourse systematically,
beyond the level of case-by-case assessment.43 At the very least, this is not
the language of dispassionate agnosticism. Others agree: Walt and Mearsheimer in their book say that “while the charge of anti-Semitism can be an
effective smear tactic, it is usually groundless.”44 Steven Salaita’s oft-misunderstood tweet that Zionists have been “transforming ‘antisemitism’ from
something horrible into something honorable since 1948,”45 is making the
same point: he was not, I believe, saying that since 1948 antisemitism has
become a good thing, he was saying that since 1948 that which is called “an166
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tisemitism”—the archetypical case of the claim—is not antisemitism at all
but in fact honorable conduct, falsely tarred with the label.46 These are general statements that go beyond assessing any individual claim at bar but
rather seek to justify a more blanket posture of skepticism towards future,
as-yet-unmade claims that may occur down the line.
Similarly, when describing the general thrust of Jewish discourse on antisemitism, the rhetoric of persons defending this position is overrun with
the language of malice and perfidy. Nevel and Tseng-Putterman describe
antisemitism allegations as “false,” “smears,” “slanderous,” and “bad
faith.” People making these claims of antisemitism “defame,” are “reckless”
or “ridiculous.”47 Sometimes these assessments come with analytical support, but often they are merely asserted unadorned. In one parenthetical,
for example, Nevel and Tseng-Putterman baldly claim Rabbi Jill Jacobs of
the left-wing T’ruah organization “falsely accused Palestinian activists” of
antisemitism48; they provide no elaboration as to what was supposedly false
or why other than a link to an essay by fellow JVP activist Brant Rosen.
Rosen’s essay, in turn, laments Jacobs’s alleged failure to give due attention
to Palestinians killed by Israeli military fire but does not contain any meaningful contestation of Jacobs’s analysis of antisemitism—let alone establish it
as “false.”49 Why, contra Jacobs, is portraying Jews “as insidious influencers
behind the scenes of world events” not properly viewed as an antisemitic trope? We’re not told; indeed, Jacobs’s arguments are scarcely cited, let
alone refuted. This only works in an epistemic environment where simply
asserting a claim’s “falsity” is enough to establish it—that is, where there is
a default stance of skepticism towards antisemitism claims.
While the existence of “real” antisemitism is conceded to exist in an abstract and extremely stipulated manner, in practice there are no examples of
antisemitism claims which are deemed appropriate or even arguable.50 In
theory, something might validly be called antisemitic; in practice, everything
is a lie, a smear, a falsity, or at “best” an exaggeration. It is impossible to
imagine that this sort of outlook could coexist with a posture of agnostic
neutrality towards antisemitism claimants, and those who promote it do not
seriously hold themselves out as such dispassionate adjudicators.
In effect, then, antisemitism allegations are divided into a sharp binary:
those which are incontestable and those which are in bad faith. In this binary, there can be no such thing as an antisemitism claim which one, personally, doesn’t agree with but which is accepted to lie within the legitimate
boundaries of argument. Every instance of supposed antisemitism that is
disputable must be invalid altogether. The “zone of contestation,” where we
agree to investigate claims under a posture of open receptivity, because we
concede we’re not immediately sure of the right answer, implodes because
there’s never actually any controversy: either a claim is so obviously true
that it smacks us in the face or it is so obviously false that it can dismissed
out of hand.51
And worse yet: with no single agreed-upon definition of the phenomenon of antisemitism itself, no antisemitism allegations can ever be truly
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“incontestable,” leaving all of them open to accusations that they are in bad
faith. Or, put differently, there might be some truly “incontestable” cases of
antisemitism—but if they’re actually uncontested then we don’t need any regulative principles governing how to deliberate over them. It is only where
there is a dispute, where some people are denying—perhaps passionately
denying—the antisemitism claim, that it matters that we “take seriously”
Jewish claims. To treat the fact of contestation as itself suggestive that the antisemitism claim is either opportunistic or specious is to—in practice—preemptively and indiscriminately discredit virtually all antisemitism claims.
The sobering reality is that, when it comes to antisemitism, there is very
little that is truly “uncontested.” Recent high-profile cases have seen everything from firebombing a synagogue52 to flatly saying “fucking Jews!”53 defended as not antisemitic but rather just “criticism of Israel.” And this tendency extends also to contemporary right-wing antisemitism. The right
does not accept that its paranoid fantasies about Soros-funded caravans and
the “globalist” string-pullers are antisemitic—and in support of that denial you’ll hear some very familiar defenses: “It’s not antisemitic to criticize
George Soros!” “Don’t conflate ‘globalist’ and Jewish!” “Jews need to stop
calling everything they dislike ‘antisemitism.’”54 They use that language not
because they’ve “learned” it but because it was theirs all along—it is the
general patrimony of antisemitism, equally available to right- and left-wing
critics alike.
3. Reckoning with Epistemic Antisemitism
So what, then, is the alternative? When Littleton asserted feminism’s
heart to be the “very radical act of taking women seriously,” she was again
not making the tritely false point that women could never make an unserious
or unbelievable allegation. Rather, the importance of this obligation only becomes clear when viewed in systemic terms. Women and other members of
marginalized groups are routinely—not idiosyncratically, not case-by-case—
disbelieved and dismissed as valid claim-makers. We are right to dismiss
women’s claims regarding their own experience, for as we all know, women
are too emotional and too stunted to know of what they say. We are right to
dismiss Jewish claims regarding our own experience, for as we all know,
Jews are too devious and too cunning (or, in a more “generous” light, too
clouded by past trauma) to have their statements taken at face value.
The epistemic frame, first and foremost, stands as a counterweight to the
traditional construction of a White, Western, Gentile man who by his very positionality is empowered to assess and pass judgment on the thoughts of
the ignorant (or deceptive) woman, person of color, colonized, and/or Jew.
Epistemic justice insists that the group typically thought of as epistemically
lacking is in fact essential and that its members must be given full and fair
hearing.55 To the extent we “know” their claims are ridiculous, farcical, even
flatly untruthful, it asks us to tamp down on the instinct. It raises the pos168
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sibility that what we “know”—a knowledge learned, by and large, without
the equal participation of the epistemically “inferior” group—is distorted
or even incorrect. It demands unpacking of the deeply woven network of
assumptions which have comforted us in our dismissals.
In the not-so-distant past, misogynists at least had the good grace to be
forthright that women were to be ignored and dismissed. In the #MeToo era,
we see something different—not that women are believed, but very much
that women are said to be believed. In this arena—another where, like with
antisemitism, worries about the dangers of “false accusations” have reached
a fever pitch—the backlash to #MeToo has been characterized by the insistence that women are being believed so easily that society has swung over
into the opposite problem: women, we’re told, toss out complaints of sexual misconduct frivolously and can ruin men’s lives on a whim. The fear
vastly outstrips the reality (the credible accusation of sexual assault against
Brett Kavanaugh almost—but not quite—ruined his life by returning him
to the country’s second-most powerful court instead of its most powerful
court). Yes, sporadically some accusers (typically those with truly overwhelming evidence or those challenging men who’ve already been weakened in some way) are believed and some men do face consequences. But
these patchwork cases obscure the greater continuity: women continue to
be taught that their instincts on sexual harassment and assault are not reliable and so face overwhelming pressure not to accuse. When they do, they
are overwhelmingly not believed and those they accuse by and large face
little consequence. Nonetheless, the shift in narrative matters. The challenge
for the feminists asserting the importance of “believing women” is now
doubled: they must contend against the mass of foundational assumptions
saying women are unreliable and the emergent conventional wisdom that
says we’ve gone too far in assuming women are reliable.
But for Jews, this doubled challenge is just the newest manifestation
of age-old antisemitic tropes. Jews have always been disbelieved precisely because we’re assumed to be overbelieved. The right-wing Culture Wars
Magazine expressed this view pithily when it said, “Jewish privilege entails
being taken seriously while making absurd claims.”56 Whether by cunning
or corruption, the great power of the Jew, in the Gentile imagination, is to
bend others to do our bidding. “Antisemitism” allegations are just one of
our many tools to contort the truth, deployed liberally to browbeat nonJews into submission to our tribal ends. As many others have stressed, antisemitism often has not cast the Jew as inferior but superior (in capacity and
power, if not in morality or virtue). Disbelieving Jews has thus always been
cast as an act of resistance to Jewish power and Jewish supremacy.
In the Jewish case, then, acknowledging the epistemic dimension of
antisemitism begins by overturning much conventional wisdom. The conventional wisdom is that Jews make antisemitism claims almost constantly, with no compunction and with absolute confidence that when they do
so they will be reflexively believed. The counternarrative is that Jews do
not make antisemitism allegations cavalierly; in fact, there is tremendous
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pressure on Jews to keep quiet, and it is impressed upon Jews that our instincts on antisemitism are unreliable. Those allegations which are made
are routinely not believed, and their subjects typically remain free from
significant consequence. We do not live in a brave new world where Jews
enjoy surplus credibility on antisemitism. We continue to live in the same
old world where antisemitism claims, unless they’re being wielded against
one’s enemies, are primarily viewed as a Jewish ploy or trick to gain power
or manipulate for our own ends. And in that world, it is impossible to grasp
or combat antisemitism as a complete ideology without understanding how
it sets up systemic barriers designed to occlude and undermine Jewish deliberative participation.
To begin, many Jews experience massive pressure to suppress their own
instincts on the subject of antisemitism. Many of the classic works seeking
to explicate antisemitism as an oppression—much of which is indebted to
a vibrant Jewish lesbian scene in the 1980s—dedicated itself to exploring
the deep ambivalence Jews had around the idea of talking about antisemitism.57 Far from tossing the term out like confetti, there was a palpable
anxiety around the term—nobody wanted to be “that Jew,” the sort of Jew,
dominant in the public imagination, who cried “antisemitic!” at the drop of
the hat and refused to ever “accept that good things are happening.”58 Jews
were pushy, loud, and self-centered, always wailing about the Holocaust or
some nonsense about “intergenerational trauma.” Rosa Pegueros recounts a
revealing experience on a feminist listserv for contributors to Gloria E. Anzaldúa and AnaLouise Keating’s This Bridge We Call Home: Visions for Radical
Transformation: a scant two mentions of Jewish issues sufficed to elicit complaints about Jewish takeover of the space.59
“[T]he politics of Jewish invisibility is predicated on a presumption of
Jewish omnipresence. Jews are not heard from because everyone assumes
they have already heard from Jews—heard enough, perhaps heard too
much, perhaps it is time to allow others to talk.”60 Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz identifies this as one reason for why there is “often a reluctance to take
anti-Semitism seriously”: the sense that “Jews will take up too much” space
and resources needed by other disadvantaged groups.61 Jews for Racial and
Economic Justice’s pamphlet on antisemitism concludes with a gesture to
this assumption, warning against the propensity of (White) Jews to “make
demands for attention, care, time, etc.,” on the subject of antisemitism.
“White Jews,” they continue, “need to make careful, thoughtful choices
about how they show up, with clarity about how much ‘oxygen they can
suck out of the room’ when they make accusations of antisemitism in public.”62 The laborious reconstruction that insisted it was okay for Jews to talk
about antisemitism had to begin by undermining the accepted wisdom that
Jews do nothing but talk about antisemitism.63
The decay in testimonial self-confidence—the belief that Jews know of
what we speak when the subject is antisemitism—quiets Jewish speakers.
This decay is compounded by a glut of resources which justify the failure of
non-Jewish listeners to take Jews seriously when we do speak. Necessary to
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the operation of antisemitism is a network of tropes, stereotypes, and presuppositions about Jewish deliberative practice, all of which unify around
the central theme that Jewish testimonial offerings should not be given credence. Jews are devious and conspirators, we are running a long-game for
Soros or the Rothschilds, we are hypocrites and “Pharisees,” Judeo-Bolsheviks or Judeo-Capitalists, we are Hasbara shills (the Hebrew word for “explanation,” but generally taken to mean “propaganda”—query the symbolism
of that elision) or outright operatives being run out of the Israeli embassy.
What appears to be organic Jewish outrage or action is not truly so; Jews are
merely reading from a script written by self-selected “communal leaders.”
When would-be allies come to our aid, it’s not because they are truly in
agreement with us but because they’ve been corruptly purchased. If Jews
succeed, it’s proof of how deeply the supposed powers-that-be are actually
in the Jewish thrall, and if we fail, it is an inspirational tale of the people
shaking off the Jewish yoke.
Not all of these tropes will be deployed at any given time. But they are
always available. They are omnipresent, looming over any act of Jewish
claim-making. Hence, unless antisemitism is challenged on an epistemic
level, Jews will always be at a disadvantage when we seek to participate in
political deliberation. Even (especially?) in circumstances where Jews have
significant material power, epistemic antisemitism deftly discredits Jewish testimony and forces Jews to take a backseat in conversations that very
much touch on fundamental aspects of Jewish life, experience, and identity.
And while epistemic antisemitism may not be explicitly violent in contrast
to certain other forms, it is uniquely dangerous in the way it insulates itself
from challenge. The epistemic antisemite who generally does not believe
Jewish testimony on Jewish experience will in particular be prone to disbelieving any attempts by Jews to reveal and critique his bias.64
And it must be emphasized that all Jews—no matter their politics—are
victimized by the epistemic form of antisemitism. It is not something that
can be evaded simply by adopting “better” politics (whether “better” means
more progressive, more conservative, more Zionist, more anti-Zionist, or
something else). It is true that certain Jewish critics of mainstream or consensus Jewish opinions on antisemitism are given credence even by those
who deny any duty to defer to Jews generally. These Jews occupy the role
of Arendt’s “exceptional Jews”: they are “Jews and yet presumably not like
Jews” and gain paradoxical power-as-Jews by virtue of their contrast with
Jews.65 But this is a precarious position, and the credibility that these actors may have thought they’d won by being willing to criticize other Jews
can be stripped just as easily the moment they cease being “exceptional.”
Even Jews who may have thought that they (unlike most of their peers) have
proven themselves reliable interlocutors by being clear-eyed and forthright
about the duplicitousness of their co-religionists will find that if they do try
to argue something important to their allies is antisemitic, an appeal to their
“exceptional” character as reason why they should be trusted will often find
that they are derided and dismissed in much the same way as their fellows.66
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One of Jeremy Corbyn’s most stalwart Jewish allies, Jon Lansman, provides a striking example. Lansman was the co-founder of the left-wing Labour organization Momentum, which was strongly associated with Corbyn
and the Corbyn movement; in general, Lansman had dissented from the
consensus British Jewish view that the Corbyn movement had a serious
antisemitism problem. However, in one prominent case he publicly urged
Momentum supporters not to back a man who was caught on tape saying
Jewish allegations of Labour antisemitism were an invention of “Trump fanatics” for a high-level position within the Labour Party. Lansman’s years
of backing Corbyn turned out to count for very little. He was pilloried by
his erstwhile allies as “cowardly,” a “Zionist infiltrator,” and putting “Israel above the left or even Britain.” Momentum’s own director, Christine
Shawcroft, publicly flouted Lansman and her own organization by urging
Momentum members to vote for the candidate anyway, and he was easily
elected.67 Lansman’s forbearance and willingness to call out “bad faith” attacks were for naught. Once he tried to draw upon the well of credibility he
thought he had, it turned out he would be treated just the same as any other
Jew whose view about himself differed from what was being said about
him.
This shouldn’t come as a surprise. In his “Rules of Racial Standing,”
Derrick Bell noted that the sole exception to the rule that Black Americans
lacked authority to speak on matters of their own experience was when they
were speaking to undermine the claims of other Blacks—and that this enhanced standing would be stripped the instant they ceased doing so.68 More
recently, Kate Manne, in her influential articulation, observed that misogyny
is not, the naïve view notwithstanding, a matter of uniform and undifferentiated hatred of all women. Rather, misogyny is the policing mechanism that
targets women who fail to stay inside their proper role. Misogyny has space
to adore its dutiful wives, cool girlfriends, and doting mothers. It is when
women step outside those positions to encroach upon rightful male terrain
that misogyny comes roaring into to view.69
Antisemitism (whether in its epistemic form or otherwise) seems to have
a similar character. It frequently is perfectly content with Jews who stay confined to their place. What place that is might vary depending on the antisemite—for some it is making their Gentile patrons money, for others, keeping
a few continents’ distance and dutifully waiting for the apocalypse to begin,
and for still others, publicly intoning the soothing lyric “anti-Zionism is not
antisemitism” at regular intervals.70 The issue is not that there are no Jews
who might wish to occupy these roles (any more than the issue of misogyny
is that there are no women who are happy as traditional housewives). The
trouble comes if and when those Jews—or any Jews—decline to stay in their
assigned lane. Whatever praise, whatever inclusion, whatever equality they
thought that they had will crash down, and quickly.
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***
Where does this leave us? At the very least, it requires us to affirm what
one would have hoped would be an unremarkable proposition: one cannot simultaneously purport to oppose antisemitism and assert that Jews are
usually lying about their own experiences with antisemitism. That circle
will never be successfully squared.
But more broadly, it is useful to remember that we do not stand on untrodden ground. The core set of temptations—to find reasons to dismiss
Jews, to ignore them, to label them liars or cheats—is not, as it is sometimes
implausibly asserted, something only Jews endure (in “progressive” circles
or otherwise), but rather something that is a common affliction of marginalized groups laboring under epistemic injustices. Jews can be victimized by
it and can also exploit it (as when White Jews refuse to meaningfully take
up serious allegations that they enact and uphold racist practices and structures—both vis-à-vis non-Jews and Jews of Color).71 When Jews talk about
defensiveness, dismissal, fragility, and related concepts in the context of antisemitism, they are not talking about anything particularly new or novel.
Nor ought these concepts be thought of as zero-sum. To the contrary, the use
of these frameworks in one circumstance helps solidify its credence in other
cases, more tightly binding together communities who are working from
similar toolkits and can lend one another resources, advice, and strategies.72
Recognizing epistemic injustice as a wrong in the Jewish case also emphasizes how it is a wrong when used to dismiss claims of sexual violence or
when it is used to brush off claims of racism as “playing the race card”—and
vice versa.73 One can find endless partisans ready to explain why the Jewish
case is different from the others (to its benefit or detriment). That, too, is a
temptation that should be resisted.
In this light, it is worth reflecting on something Rep. Ilhan Omar—who
quietly and without much credit has risen far above the vast majority of
both her detractors and defenders, at least on the meta-debate aspect of this
issue—said in response to one of her own antisemitism controversies:
With that tweet, what I finally realized is the realization that I hope that
people come to when we’re having a conversation about white privilege.
You know, people would be like, “I grew up in a poor neighborhood. I
can’t be privileged. Can you stop saying that? I haven’t benefited from my
whiteness!” And it’s like, “No, we’re talking about systematic, right?” And
so for me, that happened for me.”
I was like, “Do not call me that [antisemitic]. . .” And it was like, “Oh, I see
what you’re saying now.” And so I had to take a deep breath and understand where people were coming from and what point they were trying to
make, which is what I expect people to do when I’m talking to them, right,
about things that impact me or offend me.74
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It is a remark that stood out for its rare grace, a model for how we wish (but
rarely see) persons would react when asked to grapple with their potential
complicity in patterns of oppression and domination. The very simple step
to “take a deep breath”—not give in to defensiveness, not give in to the easy
out that it’s a “smear”—and instead take the claim seriously offers a template
for moving forward. It will not resolve the controversies over what is and
isn’t antisemitism. But it at least shrugs off one of the threshold barriers to
addressing them.
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